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About This Game

Susan is back again in the middle of problems of epic proportions deep in the Lost Lands. Weather cataclysm, mythical
creatures, ancient legends - these and more stands before the main hero of the Lost Lands.

"Lost Lands: Ice Spell" is a fantasy-world adventure game with lots of hidden-objects, mini-games and puzzles to solve.

The cold has come to the Lost Lands in the middle of the summer. Folk are hiding inside, trying to warm their homes. All the
living is frozen, all the flowers are gone, the crops are dead and the birds are running for their lives. Old people say: "The spirit

of the Frozen Mountains has awoken..."
But nobody expects the reason be dug deep in the ancient history of the Lost Lands, when the world was young. And yet an

ancient force was awaken by the common from our world.
Wizard Maaron has called upon the only link between both worlds - Susan.

Explore over 50 stunning locations
Complete over 40 fun and challenging mini-games

Challenge yourself with interactive hidden object scenes and original puzzles
Assemble collections, gather morphing objects, and gain achievements
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Great Old Time game. Twenty-four hours of fun for just $2.46.. Gold income needs to be better.
There needs to be another way of winning beside reaching level 100.
This game desperately is in need of a goal to reach because as of right now all you need to do is click start day, end day, and
retreat keep doing that and you win. Only reason why I got this game is I wanted to get one of the most craziest and dumb game
possible for my 69th game. The trailer was pretty crazy and the game was pretty dumb lol.

I really wanted to give this game a thumbs up but as it is right now I just can't nor can I recommend this for anyone to get.. This
is and always will be my favorite game on pc. I think I uninstalled it like three times before I learned the management system
but there really is nothing like it. One game germany wins and you're holding out as Australia, the last free country as the axis
bear down on you. The next game with the exact same settings you watch in awe a Canada intervenes in WW2 early and defeats
germany and italy and becomes a superpower by 1955. I love this game.. Great game! Me and my wife love playing it together!
<3. if Battlefield and the worst fps in the world had a baby=Frontlines fuel of war. If you don't got the collection and you don't
have alot of money and only can get some DLC. Get this one, this place gives really good armor, accessory's, weapons (for
mana), and pets. The camp map can get you one of the best ranged weapon and pet in the game. The challenge is really easy to
solo if you got a BF Drill, I'm not sure if that map for the Drill is a DLC but it's a must when farming this map for the best gear
so if you got someones to barrow or got a friend to give you one. I suggest this DLC, normally I don't review at all and not DLC
but this one is a must.. This game has so many flaws but I still completed it. If you are fan of Dungeon Master you will like it
but for non hard core fans there are many better games of that type.. Buy Commandos 2 first.
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Noobs from mergegames.com released a patch that broke every commandos game on steam, made them impossible to run on
anything but Win 10, removed previosly working MP and made store page a false advertising, broke mods, in-game cheats and
other features. Spam them james@mergegames.com and Square with demands to bring back old version as base version and
release any further crappy updates via beta optin on steamd and with fully working features on every OS including XP!. i give it
4 stars its a great game, if your love hidden object games you will love this, its challenging but in the good way and the graphics
are amazing some were tricky but thats part of the fun i think it needs more levels and be longer but otherwise i highly
recommend it. The second Nancy Drew game I'm (re)playing and the third in the series, although I don't think I ever played this
one before.

It takes place in San Francisco, but you spend the whole time in a Victorian mansion that a friend of a the Drew family's
housekeeper is trying to renovate to turn into a B&B. Something I like about the Nancy Drew games is how they try to
incorporate the history and culture of a place. This one features a bit of Wild West\/Gold Rush history (with made-up characters
for the game) along with the influence of Chinese immigrants. In fact, get a notebook out if you play this, because a game-long
puzzle has you collecting Chinese characters (which the game told me are called hanzi) that you will need to be able to
distinguish. My Chinese handwriting is way better than my handwriting with the latin alphabet, but I also spent like 10x the time
and effort.. Stanley Milgram Experiment: The Game.

10/10, would never replay again.

... thought I, but turns out, the story is good.. I have played to 100% completion (main story, challenges, unlockables, etc.) It was
fun enough for me to spend 8-9 hours completing and unlocking everything but I can't recommend it for everyone. First of all,
the price is pretty steep considering how quickly you can blast through the main story. (If you watch all the cutscenes and read
all of the dialogue, you can finish the 14 chapters well under 2 hrs.) The combat is too shallow and the levels aren't very
challenging at all.

I didn't start to run into any difficulty until after I had beat the story on normal & hard, and then got really far up on the
challenges list. This was when I was about 75% complete with everything. Then the game very quickly turns into a grind fest
where you have to level up your character to unlock the next challenge. By this point, your character becomes so powerful that
the game very quickly becomes too easy again, and you're just grinding to level up and unlock the rest of the challenges so you
can steam roll through them.

There isn't going to be much motivation for most people to unlock everything, or to even keep playing after finishing the main
story. For those who are wondering about the optional R-18 patch that has to be downloaded separately, there's really not much
there. There are some topless costumes and there is a bonus room where you can watch your character get put into some
compromising positions with traps and enemies (nothing more explicit than dry humping).

If I could give it a sideways thumb I would, but I can't honestly give it a straight thumbs up. I would only recommend it if you
see it go on sale for five bucks, or if you're a completionist who likes to unlock things. What would have made it more
worthwhile is if there more R-18 content to experience after beating everything, but you really don't get rewarded much in
terms of unlockables.. This is an age old classic! Imagine my surprise when I found out that it was re-released on Steam! The
good ol' days of Windows 3.1!. Beekeeper girl's replacement is cute. And Tegiri is even more anime than anyone could ever
anticipate. Overall fun stories though!
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